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yuan eden
Stackable table Set
2 Salad bowlS Ø25 et Ø20,  
1 diSh Ø25, 4 plateS Ø25  
et 1 cup Ø13
food MelaMine 
h.30 x Ø. 25 cM
167,00 € (RRP)

extra-plates eden
Set of 4 additional plateS Ø25
food MelaMine 
68,00 € (RRP)

creation r. & b. conVerS
ibride-design.com

The ibride design house, upon the Thyssen-Bornemisza museum’s 
request, has created Yuan Eden, a dinnerware inspired by the museum’s 
collection of 16th century.

Rachel Convers invites tiny white butterflies to come in the museum, to 
fly over paintings, to delicately caress bare skin and forage in still-life. 
A bold and poetic version of her Garden of Eden is at the table : shoulder, 
eyes and wiggles intertwined like a vast painting to be recomposed.

A wonderful collaboration with a shared challenge : 
create new complicities between classical painting  
and contemporary creation.

Faux-semblants



Galerie  
de portraits
wall trayS

goupil le renard
high preSSure laMinate
h.66 x 49 cM 
138,00 € (RRP)

MadaMe la Cigogne
high preSSure laMinate
h.45 x 34 cM
108,00 € (RRP)

Made in france
creation rachel conVerS
ibride-design.com

In collaboration with the Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum
a new duo of painted mural trays pays tribute  
to the great French fabulist Jean de La Fontaine.  

Rachel Convers sharpens the sneaky eye of the protagonists  
to instill everyone’s intentions.
Both cunning and playfulness face each other in historical costume.

What if « With beak so long the stork could not get a sup» 
her charming and mischievous sidekick will not take advantage of it.

The ibride design house replays the moral of the story 
and invites feathers and fur to perfect
its fabulous Galerie de Portraits.



Les petites  
présences

de l’aube
decoratiVe bird
gold galVanized Metal
l 17,5 x w 5,5 x h 11 cM
145,00 € (RRP)

à l’aube
decoratiVe bird
gold galVanized Metal
l 15,5 x w 5,5 x h 10,5 cM
145,00 € (RRP)

Made in italy
creation rachel conVerS
ibride-design.com

The new collection Les Petites Présences is a symbol collection 
which fully assumes its emotional function.

Rachel & Benoît Convers pay tribute to the small wild world  
which is close to us,  to these furtive encounters delighting the ordinary.
Les Petites Présences are precious to us... Here is the message  
at the heart of the thin golden outline. 

The two birds, De l’aube À l’aube, seem to answer each other 
and both bear the name of a reiterated promise carried by the dawn.



ibride  
éditions

Morphose
duo of ceraMic cupS
deSign : conStance guiSSet 
Studio
Made in portugal 
h.6 x Ø.6.5 cM - 8 cl
48,00 € (RRP)

ibride-design.com

Ibride enriches its story with new talents under the label “ibride editions”.
In the renowned work of Constance Guisset, French designer, 
shines a desire for movement, delicacy and surprise  
which corresponds to ibride’s universe.

Morphose is a chimera cup that invites you to dive into a fantastic world.
A classic accessory that seems to have slowly transformed itself  
to the point of developing a fin with unreal colours.
Each duo invents its own chromaticism in a subtle watercolour diffusion.

Morphose is a little dream to hold in your hand.



Mobilier  
de compagnie

la voie d’horaCe
3 wall ShelVeS
h. 65 x l.14 x w.2,5 cM
h. 41,5 x l.13 x w.2,5 cM
h. 23,5 x l.12 x w.2,5 cM
148,00 € ( RRP )

high preSSure laMinate
Made in france
creation benoît conVerS
ibride-design.com

Perfect complement to Horace’s vertical peregrinations,  
the shelves hang on the walls and defy the laws of gravity.

They are available in a set of three shelves to be arranged  
according to the desired interior landscape.
Accompanying Horace’s journey, they are declined  
in the same colourful harmony and continue  
the renowned ascent with an elegant graphic game.

La Voie d’Horace can be increased tenfold along the steep walls,  
to the point of vertigo.



Portraits  
Collector

zhao
collector Size l
h.85 x l.64 cM
printed on Matt aluMiniuM
black Matt fraMing
liMited SerieS 300 copieS
425,00 € (RRP)

Made in france
creation rachel conVerS
ibride-design.com

The beautiful Empress Zhao and her faithful raptor
grant themselves a place of choice in the Collector collection.

The charm of Zhao unfolds and shines in a large format
that unleashes its power of expression and further distils the trouble.
The famous duo in the ancestral art of falconry 
intertwines roles and creates confusion between prey and predator.

Every detail is revived thanks to the high resolution of aluminium printing
and highlights the meticulousness of the costume, the gems  
and the feathers.



design d’auteur
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